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more or less influenced by a Spanish en-- , year out of your business?"
viroument, he has also a hold, thoilglí-- . They consulted together for a
silent, martial temper. For 20 years lie;,
then gave an estimate.
was chiefly engaged in helping to iu(')t ''
"Senors," the astute man continued.
insurrections; he was twice imprisonuJl
"Lean do better than that, and can
by the French during their occupation
give you honor ami adventure also. I
of the country, with the object of upwant you to put down banditry with a
holding Maximilian; ami, refusing to
strong arm. I want you for my choice
give bis parole, he escaped and took the
and particular soldiers, and you shall be
liehl again. A revolutionist himself, no
my
the best of my gentlemen-guard- s,
man ever put down revolution more boundary-riders.- "
Then he offered
successfully.
them the highest pay of any soldiers in .
When Juarez liecame President of
the world, and after consulting among
Mexico in 1705 under the Constitution
themselves they accepted his terms.
of 18")7, which has lieen fruitful of disThus were established the Rurales, one
order until Maximilian came, and was of
the most dashing bodies of troops in
the goal aimed at by subsequent patriots, the world, who Diaz had righty conjectDiaz was the strong lieutenant of Juarez.
ured, put down banditry with with a deWhen for the third time Juarez was cisiveness which astonished Mexico.
al
elected President, Diaz, like many
There is no enthusiasm like that with
leaders, opposed him, and aU last, which the Rurales are received everyat his hacienda of La Noria, revolted,
where; and this is saying inticb in a
and issued a manifesto called the Plan country where there are at, least 7.000
of the Notables.
With tritely dramatic soldiers quartered in the City of Mexico
picturesipieness Juarez suddenly died, alone.
and Lerdo hj Tejada was elected presiIn Mexico, when I was there not long
dent. Three years passed, and then the
ago, I found num tiers of persons who
vigilant careful Diaz took the field
opposed to Diaz, but they? could
against the president and forced Lerdo were
out no man who could possible
tu leave the country. lie proclaimed point
his place, no one who could rank
take
himself Provisional President, and prewith him in practiced astuteness", force
sently became Constitutional President.
of wiil, strength of character, or power
Then began a liettcr day for Mexico,
of administration.
When in 1880 his
Tj
,an whose whole career had been
of ollice expired, and it was deemed
term
g revolutions and civil wars
al
exjiedient for him not to seek relection,
knew what course to adopt. With his
he secured the election of his Secretary
perfect knowledge of intrigue he outwittof war, General Gonzalez, who passed
ed the revolutionaries at every point,
through troublous times, and showed to
lie appeared to trust, no one. Of hound-les- s
no disadvantages where personal bravwork, and untiring
energy, early-aery was concerned, during the nickel
in devising plans of action, he liecame
riots of 18811. Gonzalez was, however,
pracl ically head of all the departon-ntun;.b e to handle Mexican affairs, and
of State.
He understood their manifold
when'he retired in 1884 there was an
ramification, and mastered their details.
national debt to be faced.
enormous
Order and the restoration of the finances
burst forth again,
revolution
Riot.and
were his immediate objects. To achieve
the former he dealt, heroically with rev but on Diaz taking ollice a Itetter state
olution, and in the face of uproar hung of things began, the debt was consolinine revolutionists at Vera Cruz at the dated, and the foreign credit of Mexico
beginning of his term of ollice. lie became something more than a doubtknew his people, their volatile spirit, ful term. In spite of the serious detheir regard for men rather than for pression of silver, Mexico is now going
principles, their respect for genuine steadily on to prosperity, though now
force, and he was stiong enough to car- prosperous she really is no man may
quite know, for public statements by the
ry out his policy without wavering.
government concerning revenues are
It was characteristic of this dark,
evidently made in the interest of those
powerful nuin that on his asof
office
he who love to study puzzles; they are bethe presidential
sumption
should send for a number of bandit yond the mathematics of the
chiefs and say to them :
lint to all outward npiionrnnopa tbo
"Sonora, how much
voi m ike u
mo-'fwe-

What Perfirio Diaz Has Done for the
Republic of Mexico.
An Iiilori'Htini; Sketch IHuilx KBicliilly
III Vlt-iof II Im Aiii'ii'liiiiK
lm to'tlin 1'rciiUleiicy.

ho

ct

I'orlirio Pin, h i ri'iiuirkalile man, says
a writer in tin Km nnlay Review. K one
stops fur ii moment to think (if tin repeated revolutions and civil wars in the
South American StaU'H, the peace which
reigns in Mexico provokes furiosity.
Not so long api .Mexico was a land of
revolutions. Nothing was secure,
changed, constitutions were
altered, leaders, patriotic, or traitorous,
rose anil fell, liauilits governed the country, national dclitH were dishonored, the
civil government was corrupt, the military government was honeycombed by
by treachery. Within a generation we
have seen the fatuous, incompetent
Maximilliun go to his doom at Cjucretaro,
earning nothing but' the compassion
the world feels for the weak gentleman
who, wholly ineffective in life, snatches
from fate one ray of glory by a brave
death.
The chief among the saviors of Mexi- 'o ut ilia, time was liei.iio Juarez, the
stout little Indian patriot, who li"'l
something of the austerity of Cromwell.
anil less of pose and personal nubil ion
a simple soldeir, tenacious, constant and
Next, to Juarez in force was
Porfirio Diaz, who put aside his lawyer's
gown when the Cii'ued Salles invaded
Mexico in S47, and from thenceforth
was a sucres- ful soldier and a staicMnan.
From the lir.-- l he won distinction in the
field. In dealing with the American
invaders, and the notorious Santa Anna,
no less than .with the Imperial army
when lie captured Puebla, and the City
of Mexico, which (together wiih the Imperial army), he compelled to surrender
w ithout the loss of a man
of his own
army, he showed something of that power to wait, "if it took all summer,"
which was the dominant characteristic
of General Grunt's military career.
There is in him, also, a similar strong
independence of thought ami action,
which is the best guarantee pf security
for a state. If Diaz possesses the sublets" of the Indian, and he is an Indian,
ts
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country is on the way to permanent
peace and power. It has important
. lines of railway and telegraph,
mines
and tobacco plantations are increasing,
and there are great and various resources to be developed. As yet her largest
trade is with England, in Bpite of the
Proximity of the United States.
f3y What Mexico might be in that south- ."'ern hemisphere were it not for the
United States, it is hard to say. She is
rich in possibilities; she has wealth,
she has considerable population and she
is far advanced beyond the other state
republics of the south in commerce,
education and government. She might
dominate South America, provided she
were left free with Diaz or another like
liiin to direct a large policy of consolidation and confederation.
Diaz has had his large dreams of con.
federation, he has seen himself filling a
place in Mexico and South America like
a Bismarck became an Emperor in Europe ; but he is one of the most cautious
men of our time, and his ambition has
been curM by his admirable sound
sense. He has a population to govern of
whom at least
f
are comparatively irresponsible voters who seldom vote,
citizens who know little of civic duty a
gentle, irascible, hospitaole folk", to
whom excitement is a keen joy and revolt almost a trade. Alert, of immense
nerve, of vast powers of concentration,
this descendant of the Montezumas holds
the strings of every office in his administration. Directing, rather than consulting, his Ministers, knowing the genius of hi people, he is slowly shaping the
power of
in a country
whirh would, in truth, rather be ruled a
patriotic autocrat than rule itself; and
such an autocrat is General PorfiroDiaz.
He is also a very powerful guarantee for
the security of trade, for the maintenance
of the national credit, and for the general
advancement of Mexico. But at the
same time he is keen to keep Mexico
Mexican, and therein is the germ of what
promises to be an, interesting study in
national developcment.
one-hal-

WEEKLY CROP REPORT.
Tit.' HVuMior flu liven too Wt For The
Muturlntf or corn.
i

The past week has been moderately
ind in most parts of the territory
ncdt.icnnil
showers
lmvo occurred.
While these coiiditionshave not been
warm weather would have
been much more beneficial for maturing
and ripening of crops.
Harvesting has progressed somewhat
slowly in most parts owing to frequent
rains. The third crop of alfalfa hasgen-erall- y
been secured but. quite a part of it
has been more or less injured by rain.
There is prospect of a good fourth crop
now.
cool

SEPTEMBER 11, 18ü5.

About the only part of the territory
where the stock ranges were not in the
best possible condition was nort h western
Grant county and during the past wefk
heavy rains have fallen there, insuriug
good feed in that vicinity as well as the
balance of the territory.
The fruit crop iainexcellentcondition,
the cool, damp weather of past weak being very favorable to late apples, which
are growing to wonderful size. Grapes
are ripening very slowly. Corn has
grown well and is very heavy in fodder
but needs warm, dry weather to hasten
it to maturity before the autumn frosts
appear.
The following extracts from a few of
the reports received at this office will be
found of interest:
Alma. Win. French. We have had
lots of rain all around this week and grass
on the ranges is good everywhere now, in
fact as good as it will get. The rain has
been much heavier in the adjacent country than at this station, where the total
for the week was 1.38 inches.
Bernalillo. Brother Gabriel. Grapes
beginning to got ripe and in some of our
neighboring towns are abundant. A few
of our vineyards have"been somewhat, injured by hail during the past month.
Corn and vegetables are doing well generally. Third crop of alfalfa now cut
anil a good prospect for fourth cuitinir.
Cattle in good condition and grazing fine
all over the country.
Engle. E. J. Westervelt. Very nleas- ant weather. Two thunder storms iit.
night, one on 29th and one on 30th.
Española. Jim Curry. The week has
been favorable to all crops which are letter than for years.
Fort Union. C. C. Everhart. Con
siderable alfalfa is being cut and some
was slightly damaged by rain after cutting. Cattle are fattening: ramre betttir
than for eight, or ten years.
Gallina Springs. J. E.Whitmore.
The week has been tine for growing
crops. There have been local shover-t- .
some very heavy ones to the east and
northeast. Everyone prepared to cut
and pin up prairie gramma grass for
hay. It is fine all over the country as
tar as we can hear.
Lai Cruces. New Mexico Agricultural College.
The weather has been uniformly warm and somewhat cloudy.
Plants not making rapid growth but
giving signs of maturity. Apple imd
granes abundant. Early corn beginng
to ripen. No water in acopia for a
--

week.
Las Vegas.
Dr. F. H. Atkins.
Fairly cool and ''amp week interfering
with harvesting. Much alfalfa being
cut now will be of inferior quality as it
is imperfectly cured. The small grains
are harvesting safely, however, and the
final result of all crops now seem to promise well.

Ocate. E. M. Casner. The numerous showers of rain interfere seriously
with haying. Harvesting of wheat and
oats has begun and promises well. Potatoes are exceptionally good.
Ranches of Taos. A. Gusdorf. The
rain on the 27th and 29 is somewhat de-

laying harvesting; wheat and oats are
yielding well ; corn could do better too
wet. Fruit, apples, pears and plums
are doing fine.
Raton. P. H. Smith. The past week
has been somewhat varied. Good shower on 29th extending over large area of
country. All reports are that crops are
in fine condition. Some hail fell on the
29th fifteen miles south of here doing
slight damage.
Rincón. C. H. Raitt. The weekends
a most remarkable month and summer
for this country, and while there have
been some complaints of continued wet
weather, there is no doubt that it has
been far more beneficial than a dry season would have been.
Wagon Mound. Asa M. Hollenback.
Another week of damp, cloudy weather. The days on which the sun shone
werevery warm, but it nights have been
quite cool; almost cold enough for frost
on one or two nights. The damp
weather has retarded haying considerable, and oats anil wheat have been
damaged more or less. Corn is doing
fine, earing and filling well.
You can get a copy of Coin's Financial School free by paying a year's subscription to Tub Eaoi.k in advance.
Call at the office, leave your subscription and L'et, a coiiv of the wntut lw.,,L- on the silver question ever publihed.

Send With the Order.
TheC. F. Rislev C!.. Wlu.liunl.! nm,..
gists, ()2Cortlandt. St., New York, oitleretl
a large supply of Driiminond's Lightning
Remedy for Itheiliiiiilism. mill ui.nt tliw
with the order: "It is strange thai your
remedy is not more generally known, as
its effects on riii'ini.-iti-ium unin.Uinarvelous superior to anv rheumatic
. .
.....
medicine we nave ever sold.
nils is
high praise, but the remedy fully de
serves it. If you ave the rheumatism
8 lid Í5 to the lli'iiiiit.imiil
M,.,li,
fv
48 L'ine, New York, and they will ship
to your express address two huge hollies
enough for a month's treatment.
Agent wauled.
-
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Between

i

Unten.

the dales of June 1st and
September ::o,h,!jie A 'chison,Top. ka and
Santa Fe Railroad Co., will ,HI from
Silver City, round iri;i irl.e.s :o various
eastern and norther.' point a greatly
reduced rates, limited iur return until
October 31st, 1895.
Having recently shortened our time
from Silver City to eastern points, we
are now in position to place our patrons
in Kansas City. St. Louis, or Chicago,
twelve hours ahead of any other line,
our Eating Houses are uneqnaled, roadbed smooth, and equipment modern.
For further information regarding
ra'es, limits, connections, etc. call np.m
Mr
D. Kilmer, Agent, Silver Citv, or
address E. Capeland, General Agent,
at El Paso, Texas.

TUB EAULE: WEDNESDAY.
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The many friends of Frank Story, the
penitentiary and to pay a fine of $131.00,
mail messenger on the route be
popular
The
other
of
money
taken.
the amount
case was then dismissed by the United tween Silver City and Kincon will bo
Quite a Deal of Important Business
States Attorney. IIauslerg's wife and pleased to larn of his promotion to a
Being Transacted.
child were present in the court room responsible position on the Pittsburg,
during the proceedings, and the former Fort Wayne and Chicago, but will be ex
lliinshci-i- ;
Guilty to the Kuiliozzle-nien- t
tremely sorry to part with Mr. Story and
appeared to be quite affected.
Dcport-r- il
wife. Mr. Story will leave
-- Vliilutiim of
The Chinaman arrested at Deming for his
the Kilniuuil's
New Mexico for his new home about the
Aet Come to Grief.
being in the United States without cer- middle of October.
tificates came in for a large share of atFall opening of Pattern Hats and
As predicted by tlie Eaoi.k of Inst week,
tention, Thursday and Friday and in
the Uiiileil Slates court wan fully organ- fact on Saturday also. These were Bonnets beginning Monday Sept,
Kith at II. D. Gilbert & Go's.
ized,' hint Wednesday by the selection of court
'rials and resulted in Louis Kim,
the following gentlemen with M. V. Cox Ah Bock, Chung Ging, Yee Yuen and, Come and see the latest in styles
as foreman, as grand jurors: M. V. Louis Non being ordered to China and and shapes. All the very latest.
Cox, Charles Steen, Kilt Conn, Patrick Louis Lung, FungyAVy and Ah Keeliuis
Special Deputy Marshal Frank Jones
Carroll, Thomas Ewing.C. Ortega, Nico- receiving their certificates entitling will leave this morning with the four
las Sais, Patricio Ortega, Jose Valles, Ihein to residence in the United States. Chinamen ordered deported for San
Florencio Cuaron, Lorenzo Trujillo, lía Fong Jim, better known as Jim Iiattgan, Francisco where be will deliver tb"iu
into the hands of the ollieers there.
fael Aquillar, PabloGalas, Felipe lioibal, was unfortunate enough to have been
Forxn An umbrella at the posrntHce.
Lorenzo Tafoya,E. A. llohbins, Ed. Dick- absent in China at the time the certili-cate- s
can get it by paying advertising.
Owner
inson, V. N. Handy, J. F. Killmrn,
were being issued and had quite a Inquire at postollice.
Albert 0'P.rien, .1. M. Warner.
time proving to the satisfaction of the
The petit jury was organized as fo- court that he was ''alie light," but finllows: E. Valanle, A. II. Maiser, F. J. ally did so.
Davidson, Juan J oso Trujillo, Rafael
Charles W. Branden and Mrs. Depew
l,
Martinez, Maicos Xestes, Morris
entered a plea of guilty to the indict1
Xuma lieytnuiid, A. L. Candam still prepared to
ment agai list them and were discharged
ler, (iregorio Gonzales, Esiquio Trivis,
upon the pavment of a line of one dollar furnish
FRUIT TRKKS
Aristeo (aroia, V. C. Kendall, Thomas
and costs. Their offense was the viola- suitable for this climate in
ISaxter, Hijinio Chavez, Martin Maher,
tion of the Edmund's Act. Carlota
J. J. Oswald, William .Marshall, Pedro liustos de Oraso and Calletano Hernan any number. Persons conPacheco, Pable Torres, Apolonio Gomoz
dez also admitted themseves in the templating planting trees
Eugene Cosgrove, Uomulo Montoya.
wrong, but not having the necessary
In addition to the usual routine busi
r
will lincl it to
interest
were sentenced to a term ot one
funds
ness always I ranacted, quit'; a deal of
month each in the county jail They 'to write me, and if I have
important matters have been disposed
had been married since the indictment n()t jn gtock
wllatia desired,
of. On Wednesday United States Atwas louiKi atnunsi inem. ramos i.a- torney nolled four of the old ea-e- s against
guna, who had been held by the United l can readily secure me
Charles II. Dane, late president of the
Stales Commissioner, was also dis- same at reasonable rates
Silver City and Deming banks and now
charged and when informed by the
serving a ten year's sentence in the terand in all varieties. Adrcss:
court that he was free to depart, blandritorial penhentiarv.
There Hie still
Roik'.krs,
to
kindly
take
ly asked Marshall Hall
live indictments remaining on the dockhim back to Las Cruces, as he had been
Silver City, X. M.
et, charging him with embezzlement,
brought here and was without, funds.
false
false
making
entries, The Marshall has the subject under con
reports and
but it i.i generally supposed that they
sideration.
will al.-- o be dismissed at, the proper time.
Considerable interested attached to
Other cases in which the govermeiit
elected to enter a nolled were tho.--e the eases against Pedro Enoja, a Mexiagainst H. T. ttailey Chasline Pailey, can from Dona Ana County, charged
with illegal voting and perjury at the
and tlernard A. Hoopes.
1 tic
oveinlier election, br
witnesses
Herman II. Hausberg, who conduced
had been present for some days ui d
saloon
general
merchandise, store,
and
a
Enojas, who was too poor to pay railroad
pos'ollice at the place lieariug his name
was brought up by Deputy Marshal
fare,
on the Mimbres, and came to a sudden
McAfee on Saturday. The defendant was
clu.-- c
in his commercial transaction when
represented by James S. Fielder. MonInspector Waterbury landed liiin in jail
morning was given tothe trial of the
day
on the charges of violating the postal
case and after the evidence of the
perjury
laws awl cm be.zleing from the governhad been offered. Judge
United
Slates
ment by paying his accounts contrae, ed
instructed
the jury to return a verIiantz
by the store with postal notes and failing
of "not guilty", as no offence had
dict
to deposit the necessaiy cash in the
been proven. The perjury case was then
postollice, came before the court Thursdismissed
by U. S. Attorney Hemingday. I Iansberg afterward escaped from
way.
jail and three months ago.was captured
The only rase on trial yesterday was C. H. FARGO & CO. wrus.
in the eastern portion of Dona Ana counMARKET ST. CHICAGC
ty, where he was engaged in farming. that of the United States vs. Joseph
Hausberg entered a plea of guilty to the Bom hack charged' with fornication. For Sale by
embezzlement charge and was sentenced Jamess. Fielder defended. A verdict ol
to a term of one vear in the territorial guilty was brought in late lai-- t cveiiti g

UNITED

STATES COURT.

Clmrge-Clilniti-

nrn

FRUIT

TREES.

Freu-dentha-

their

Clark

Fargo's $2.50

...Shoes...
1.6-20-

C.C. Shoemaker.
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PERSONAL

PALAVER.

Mention of People You Do and Do
Not Know.
Other Interesting Matter Which Can Be
Read With Profit Ily All Our
Townspeople.

Homo Made candy

at Wm. Rose's.

'

T. F. Farn worth came up from Hudson
last Friday.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Malier's.
Receiver E. L. Foster was up from
Deming last week.
Go to Con Whitehill's,
for fresh
candies.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
Martin Maher's.
W. H. Durkee was in from Lone
Mountain Saturday.
Delegate Catron returned to Santa Fe
on Thursday's train.
Mr. Pecker was a Central City visitor
in Silver City Saturday.
Don't read your neighlwr's paper but
subscribe for Tim Eaole.
Deputy Sheriff Hardin was over from
Lordsburg again last week.
Dr. W. B. Lyons was a court visitor
from Las Cruces yesterday.
Gasoline stoves, Ice cream freezers and
Poultry nettings at Robinson's.
Miss Laura Murray has gone to El
Paso on a short visit to friends.
Con Whitehill keeps the best line of
fruits, next door to express ollice.
S. G. Bishop and daughter, were in
town last week from Mule Creek.
William Murray accompanied by his
wife took in the sights here Saturday.
James Tony, the well known ranchman was in from Whitewater Sunday.
Mrs. Lee Thomson was in town last
week from their ranch on the Mimbres.
Judge A. B. Fall and Col. A. J. Fountain relumed to Las Cruces last Thursday.
Canary and Mnrkiiiir hirili'.mn.s tint
only complete line in the city at Robin

Col. Sam Carpenter has returned to
his ranch on the Sapello after a short
stay in Silver City.
Bring your job work to Tun Eaoi.e office. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
J. Fred Lohman and E. E. Day were
prominent Dona na county visitors in
Silver City this week.
Mrs. E. L. Hall was in the city last
week from Santa Fe, with her husband,
the United Slates Marshal.
Collector A. B. Laird will be one of
Silver City's representatives at the Albuquerque Fair next week.
Beautiful line of Suits at the Ten Cent
Store. To make room for new goods, we
offer clothing at 75 cents on the dollar.
A. Fitxsimmons and daughter were in
town last Friday from Alhambra. She
will remain and attend the public school.
The only place to get fresh home
made candy in Silver City is at Win.
Rose's, next door to Abrahin's barber
shop.
J. Nathaniel Hicks, the popular
young society leader of the Sapello,
was a visitor to the county seat last
week.

Martin Amador, a prominent Lns
Crucuan, was hero yesterday in attendance upon the sessions of the United
States Court.
Earnest Childers, son of Assessor T.
N. Childers, has gone to Senca, Missouri, where he will attend college dur
ing the w inter.
Deputy United States Marshal Joe
Morgan, of Dona Ana County, came up
Wednesday with a couple of prisoners
for the U. S. Court.
Fon Rkxt.
quire of.

Nice Furnished

J. E.

Mum.

John Buockmax, Pres.

rooms in
Kii.iii'kx.

Mrs. Black. Mrs. Rivers, and Mrs.
Lorenz came in from the Thomas ranch
on the Mimbres last week. All report
having a lovely time.
No Chinese help employed at the Tim-ms
American cook
house. A
is in charge of the kitchen and the dining room service is excellent.
Clerk L. W. Lenoir was
among the witnesses summoned from
Las Cruces last week in attedanco uiwn
the United States Court.
S. W. Burdick makes u specialty of
Sunday dinners and suppers at the Tim-mhouse.
The tables aro supplied
with the best in the market.
G. F. Kellogg, a prominent mining
man of Butte County Montana, is in the
city looking carefully into the many
rich camps which are tributary to Silver City.
George P. Money, Assistant United
States Attorney arrived from the north
Wednesday and has been busily engaged
in court work in conjunction with Mr.
Hemingway.
J. J. McEwen has not sold out bis
business, as was recently reported. He
will continue at the old stand where he
will be pleased to serve customers.
Deputy Collector Seaman Field and
Mounted Inspector T. H. Huestis, of the
Deming Custom house, were in the city
last week, having been summoned as
witnesses in the Chinese cases.
Mrs. Bantz, and Mesdames Armstrong
and Miller, mother and sisters of Judge
G. D. Bantz, who have been visiting
here for some weeks returned to their
home in St. Louis on yesterday's train.
Von can get a copy of Coin's Financial School free by paying a year's subscription to Tim Eaoi.k in advance.
Call at the ollice, leave your subscription and get a copy of the greatest Uiok
on the silver question ever published.
er

first-clas-

er

Thoh. F. Conway, Vice Pres.

J.

W. Caktiík, Cashier

3539.

The Silver City National Bank
SILVER CITY, N. M.
CAPITAL $50,000.
Advance

DEPOSITS

SURPLUS $14,000.
made on Gold and Silver Bullion.

SOLICITED.

EXC1IASUE FOR SALE.

son s.

Miss Maud Knuckey is in the city iron
Georgetown. She will attend the normal
school.
Probate Clerk Horace F. Stephenson
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
of Dona Ana County, was in Silver City
etc.
Mr. .1. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
of
last week.
business at the same place.
Constable John Phillips, of Deming,
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
was among the court visitors in the city
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
last week.
appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
District Attorney Harlleo returned
Very Truly,
from a business trip to Sierra County on
R.
Sunday's train.

YOUR

ATTENTION

J.

PLEASE.

HICKS.

THE EAUliR: WEDNESDAY. HEPTKMUKR
THE TAX LEVY MADE.
The liourd of County ( i n mi li mrr
Finally Enabled to Decide the Kate,

The board of county commissioners
held another special meeting Friday
afternoon and made the final order in
the matter of the tax rate ' for the present year. Members Upton and Foster
were present.
The levy will lie as follows : territorial
purposes, 6 mills; territorial interest,
1.75 j cattle indemnity .0; schools 2.50;
general, 2.50; court, 3.20; Laird judgment, 3.50; county interest bond funding, 1885, .35; county interest bond funding, 1889, 2.50; special deficit, .50; road,
.10; bounty, 10. In precinct number
eleven Denting a special levy of three
mills was made for school purposes and
in precinct twenty-fou- r
Ricolitc a
special levy of five mills. These levies
made the total rate of taxation at 2.30
per cent.
No osher business was disposed of at
the meeting.

The repairs to the postoffice building
having leen completed, Postmaster
Skelly and Baxter Bishop have removed back to old quarters ami are getting fitted up in fine style.
All the mills at Pinos Altos with the
single exception of the Mammoth are
running, and the rumors are that a deal
will be comsuinated very shortly which
will start that plant.
It is estimated that the Mexicans engaged in placer mining in the gulches at
Pinos Altos have averaged among them
over $5,000 per month since the rainy
season begun.
Mrs. Burt, motherof Mrs. R. P. Barnes
entertained a number of her friends at
an "old ladies' tea" Friday afternoon
and those present had a very enjoyable
afternoon.
All the court visitors to this city, who
saw it for the first time during the present sessions, unhesitatingly pronounce
Silver City the prettiest place in the
territory.
The streets of Silver City are in letter
condition today than they were before
the flood, a fact which speaks volumnes
tor the enterprise of the people.
The first carload of material to be used
in the construction of the new depot came
in Thursday evening and other shipments
have been arriving every day.
Quite a number of Silver City residents
will leave next Monday for the big fair
and irrigation congress at Albuquerque.
The Silver City National bank is acting as disbursing agent for Marshal Hull
during the sessions of court.
Assessor Childers is busily engaged in
extending the tax roll, now that the
levy has been decided upon.
The next term of court will be that
held for Grant County on November 15th.

8liotlnff the .Chuten.
The following account of "Shooting
the Chutes" was sent to Tub Eaoi.k by a
Grant county man now in Philadelphia:
There is no limit to the popularity of
shooting-the-chutiu Philadelphia and
at Atlantic City.
The chutes are patented and there has
been only two erected in the United
States. The chute is a wide incline which
rises to a great height and is very steep
with several tracks on this incline, on
which boats seating eight persons are
started down. The boats are mounted
on wheels and are raised to the topof the
incline by means of an elevator. They
descend very rapidly striking the water at
the rate of sixty miles an hour, the spray
Hying sky high.
The price for each ride down the chute
is ten cents and in live minutes they take
in ten dollars.
At Atlantic City from the opening day
up to the present the boats have never,
ceased carrying an ever jubilant, happy
rü
crowd of pleasure seekers on their deEach succeeding T
lightful journeys.
week finds increased numbers partaking
of the sport, and last week nearly 60,000
persons shot chutes. The greatest tribute to ta popularity is the fact that over
a quarter of a million persons have been
carried down the chutes in the past five
weeks. The fever is caught by the old
as well as the young, and all classes can
enjoy it. To those who desire to enjoy
the sport without participating in it,
convenient accommodations have been
provided in the shape of reclining chairs
on the border of the lake with an awning
from
over them to protect the
the rays of old King Sol.
es
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Nothing Cheap About it.
Drumniond's
Pr.
Lightning Remedy
for Rheumatism is put up in Targe bottles, and once seen it is never mistaken
for an v other preparation. AH the cheap
remedies put together are not worth one
ltottre of Drummond.s Lightning Remedy, and any sufferer who has taken it,
will bear witness to its marvelous power,
and say they have never seen its ejiml.
Particulars sent by mail and the full
month's treatment of two large bottles,
by express, upon receipt of $5. Drum-mon- d
Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane
New York. Agents Wanted.
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EAT
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Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.

Also a full line of FRUIT.

Dr. Phillips is temporarily in charge
of the Bailey drug store.

5

BULLA RD ST., SILVER

We solicit your patronage.

CITY, N. M.
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GETS. '.HIS '.LEVY.

Or More Strictly Speaking His
damus is Granted.

Man-

.

Judge limits Decided that the
Ih KutllUid to Have the Amount of
II in Kocent Judgment Collected,
The question oí the Laird mandamus
proceedings against the board of county
commissioners to compel a Bpecial levy
for the payment of the $10,000 judgment
obtained at the last term of court, was
disposed of Friday by Judge liantz when
he handed down his opinion, deciding
that the special levy should be made.
The matter is of such importance to the
taxpayers of the county that the Eaoi.u
publishes the opinion in full :
The relator in this case is the judgment .creditor of Grant' Coiinty aiid
seeks by mandamus to compel the levy
of a tax for the payment of such judg'
'
'i
ment.
The application is resisted on the
ground that only two levies of taxes are
authorized by law, namely: (first) A
tax of two and one-hal- f
mills to pay current expenses for the year l"8!)f, and,
"a mill to pay
(second) á tax of one-hadeficit in current expenses of prior years ;
that the whole of two and
mills
for county purposes will be'necessary to
meet the current expenses of the year
18; that both tliese levies will be made,
and no other can be made to furnish any
funds to pay the judgment (if relator.
On behalf of the relator it is claimed
that in addition to the two levies above
mentioned, the legislature has expressly
authorized the levy of a tax to pay. judgments against, the county. The section
of statute on which this claim is based
is as follows: "When a judgment shall
be rendered against any board of county
commissioners of any county, or against
any county ollicer in an action prosecuted
by or against him in Ids ollicial name
where the same shall be
by the
county, no execution shall issue upon
said judgment, but the same shall be
levied and paid by a (ax in other county
charges', and when so collected shall lie
paid by the county treasurer to the person to whom the same shall be adjudged, upon the delivery of a proper
voucher therefor." Section .'MS, Coin
piled Laws IS84.
Thejijcstion therefore is whether the
to levy a tax to pay jiidgineNls as
Miwe
provided in seel ion '.TÍ8 is or is not to lie
regarded as a pover to levy taxes addif
tional to the levies of two and
mills for expenses and one-hamill for
delic.it also provided for by statute.
The question' is one of great importance, and the conclusion has been
'
reached after íiiúelí- hésitatioti.
If the organic law or.aet of the legislature contafnes i limitation upon the
power to levy a tax, tj.io courts have no
'

lf

one-hal-

f,

.

otle-hal-

lf

''

power to order a levy in excess of it;
the power to tax is legislative and not
judicial ; Ü. S. vs. M aeon Co., U. S. 591.
The relator concedes this proposition,
but insists that the power to tax for the
payment of judgments is additional to
.

and is not limited by the provisions
limiting levies for current expensed at
two and
f
mills and deficits at
one-hamill.
It was held by the supreme court. of
the United States 'that' where a municipality or subdivision of a state is given
power to contract debts, the power to
levy a tax to pay those debts is necessarily implied unless the law which confers
the authority or some general law in
force at the time clearly manifests a contrary legislative intention. Loan Ass'n
vs.Topeka, 20Wal. ((0; Ralls Co., vs.
U. S., 105 U. S., 7.'!5. The right of the
county in this case to create or incur the
indebtedness to the relator is conclusively settled by the judgment, recovered by
him, and it would seem to follow that
the power to levy a tax to pay would be
with the power to contract
the. debt and the duty to pay it; as was
said in Kails Co. vs I'. S., supra: ."The
power lo tax is necessarily an ingredient
of such a power to contract, as ordinarily, political' bodies can only .meet. .their
pecuniary obligations through the instrumentality, of taxation.'
And in
this territory it will be Observed that
the 'remedy by execution is 'expressly
prohibited. A question somewhat
was passed upon by the supreme
court of the United States in liutz,' vs.,
Muscatine, 8 Wal. 575
The legislature Iowa hal authorized
the City.:-- of Muscatine to levy a tax
not exceeding one per cent, to
current expenses; there was also a
statute providing, for the payment of
judgments against. :the city by a tax
levy, and if was heldt'hal the" limitation
of one percent, did not apply to levies
made to pay judgments, ami that the
only liuiitaiion in such cases, express or
implied, was the amount necessary to
pay judgment. In Shields vs. Chase,
one-hal-

lf

anal-agoi-

is

.

Tax Collector, 32 Luisana Ann ml 410,
the same conclusion was reached atjd it
was there held that a provision for revenue to defray expenses, may
with a provision for levying taxes to pay
judgments, and that the former is not a
limitaiio i upon' the latter. In Supervisors vs. U. S., 18 Wal. 75, the United
Stales S ipreiue Court again had the pro-- ,
visions of the chatter of Muscatine under
consideration alid a conclusion different
from the one in liutz,' vs. Muscatine,
supra, was reacle'd; but in doing so the
court acted lipon the distinct ground
that it was its duly to follow certain Iowa
decisions construing' the1 Iowa slatut e.
The Iowa statutes, presen ted jlilljeulties
and . peculiarities not present in our
..statutes. lt will lie, uhscrved that sec

195.

tion ÍI18 does, not make judgments a
charge upon the current expense fund;
nor is the tax under that section levied
or collected as current expense taxes.
Indeed the debt upon which the judgment was based may have had no connection, strictly speaking, with, the current expense levy or fund ; it may have
been founded upon, tort, or the exof litigation.
The statute
penses
includes judgments rendered against
any hoard of county commissioners or
against any county oflicer "in any action
prosecuted by or against him in his ollicial name, where the same shall be paid
It will also be noted
by the county.'
that the statute authorizing- a levy of
taxes to pay judgments was nassed
March 1st., 1876, after the passage of the
act fixing a limit of two ami
mills for the payment of current expenses and outstanding
indebtednesses.
(Jan. 14th., 187Ü.) No argument of limitation upon levies to pay judgments can
be drawn from the specific levy to pay
deficits provided for in the Act of 188!),
Iiecause it will be noted that the two
and one-ha- lf
mills limit contained in
1870, also express- the act of Jan.
ly covers delicits, and, notwithstanding
the 'Act of Jan. 14t h., 187(1, the slatutu
concerning levies lo pay judgments was
passed thirty-sidays afterwards. It.
vill be noted, also, that in our statute
(See. ü:8) unlike the Iowa one mentioned in Supervisors vs. U. S., supra,
tlie power lo levy a tax to pay a judgment is not couched in vague terms nor
does it contain vague directions, hut the
methods' for its execution are very clearly defined.' Our attention has not been
called to any decisions maintaining a
different doctrine from that announced
by the Supreme Court of the United
Slates ih liutz vs. Muscatine, or by the
Supreme Court of Louisana in Shields
vs. Chase, and those eases' are certainly
supported by sound reason. In Louis-an- a
vs. U. S 10.! U. S. 28!), the city
charter had a limitation upon the power
of levying taxes exceediiigone and one-ha- lf
per .cent., the charter also contained, power to levy taxes to pay judgments at the rate 'o' one per cent, until
paid. It wasclaimed that the city could
not levy in any one.yearuiore than one
anil one-hapercent.; butt lie court held
that that limit did not apply to judgments. Say the court per Chief, lust ico
.Waite, "the effect of the several statutes is to limit. the' ordinary
of
'
the municipality for taxation,-- ' but to
give the courts ample authority, when a
judgment has been obtained, to enforce
execution by requiring the levy, at a
proper'time, of a suflieient tax to meet
the judgment. A mandamus in such a
case is in tlie nature of an execution o
"
collect the judgment.-- ''
The prayer of the relator will therefore
be grained aiid the ' wrir of mandamus-issueone-hal-

f

'

lf

'

'
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On a mnt of serious illness in' his
family, W. C. Kendall, of Sierra County,
wus excused from duly as a petit juror
Saturday and a special venire issued resulting in the selection of A. Abrahams
to till the vacancy.
which started from
The round-uApache Tejo on the first has been very
successful. Another outfit is gathering
stock along the Rio Grande and still
will start over the
another round-u- p
county within a few weeks. It is not
thought now that there will be any general Grant county round-u- p this fall, on
account of the excellent work being done
by the private outfits.
The attendance at the normal ami
public schools is increasing daily.
p

Repairs on the Ilennett opera house
building are puidied rapidly forward.
Dr. Gilbert has fitted up rooms back
of his olliee on Broadway as a residence.
Gramma grass is being harvested all
over the county and is meeting with
ready sale.
An enjoyable dance was hel.l in
b
hall Friday evening with a large
attendance.
The old Lezinsky building at the corner
of Main and Broadway has been razed
to the ground.
The board of county commissioners
will not meet again until the first Monday in October.
Xew-coin-

If In Search of a New Hfnuutlmi,

Try the effect of a mud bath at Las Vegas
Hot Springs, New Mexico. Other forms
of baths may be had there, all especially
beneficial in rheumatic troubles ami diseases of the blood. The cool, dry, tonic
air of this resort is just the thing for
tired nerves, and there is nothing so
restful as New Mexico sunshine, especially when supplemented by such line
Herbert Bishop has accepted a posi- service as is given at the Hotel Montezution with Arther (ioodell, assisting him ma, reopened June 20. This famous in
cannot be excelled anywhere in the
in the livery business.
Southwest.
The Silver City Gun Club will be unRound-tri- p
excursion tickets on sale to
able to send a team to the Albuquerque Las Vegas Hot Springs from principal
Fair on account of the absence of some points. Reached only over the Santa Fe
Route. For illustrated pamphlet and a
of the host shots.
copy of "Land of Sunshine,' address G.
A. Miller, photographer, will leave on T. Nicholson, G. P, A., Monudnock
a five months trip through southern building, Chicago,
New Mexico and Arizona. His first stop
RwIih'ImI KntvH to Denver.
will be made at Deniiug.
Pharmaceutical association Denver
The Van smelter blew out last week Colo Aug, 14 to 24 1805;
For this occasion Round Trip tickets
and operations have been temporarily
will be sold August 11th ami 12thforoue
suspended, although the shut down is lowest first class standard fare. Tickets
by no means permanent.
be mutinous passage in each direction
bearing a final limit of August 2'i!h.
The annual conference of the
For particulars call at depot.
Methodist church, will meet at Santa Fe,
II. M. Sleeker. Agent.
tomorrow. The Methodist church here
will then be supplied with a pastor.

I)n: II. Ked.ie, of the Lor.lsbnrg
Liberal, and John Corbetr, of Deming,
have been appointed by Governor Thornton us delegates to the western states convention which meets tit Topcku on October 1st.
From all indications U. S. Court will
be in session until Saturday evening,
ami on Monday morning the court
leave for Pona Ana County where
the term begins Monday morning, the
Kith hist.

olli-cia- ls

C. M. Foraker, the well known and
popi'lar cattleman, surprised all his
frienils by returning last week with a
fair bride from Oklahoma, where he
had presumably gone on business. The
young lady is Miss Minerva Hall, who
visited relatives in Silver City some
time ago, and won many friends during
her stay. The couple have the best
wishes of every person for n happy and
prosperous life.

1J!?.

Until FURTHER NOTICE
we

will

sell

CANNED

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
in cases to CONSUMERS at
cost,

These goods were in

tüe basement which was
flooded with water, but are

not damaged in the least.

GILLETT & SON
are temporarily

lo-

cated in the old BREMEN

76 STORE, two

blocks Mow our for-

mer place oí
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Which

Shall It Be?
Your orders for High Grade Sewing Machines, Bicycles. Vehicles, Buby
Carriages, etc., placed with local and retail dealers with three to six middlemen's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write toduy for one of our illustrated
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are oílerinsr 30 ditfer-en- t
style Sewing Machines, ranging in price from $8.00 to $30.00 Bicycles,
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00. Those of the latter price being
equal to wheels sold by agents and dealers at $125.00.. We show l')0 designs
in Kaby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many
direct importations. We handle everything under the sun in th3
VEHICLE AND HARNESS LINE. BUGGIES. CARRIAGES, PHAETONS. ROAD WAGONS. CARTS. HARNESS, SADDLES, ETC
at prices out of reach of competition.
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing for catalogues, state which to send, as we have a special culalogue fur euch line. Address in full

liJllr

qftSS5a

CASH BUYERS'
UNICN.'
"

.- n

b 87

.

159-1-

....... .
...
w. van uuren m., bnikAuu,
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prise has been saying that The
Eagle was "bluffing." When the
Enterprise takes the majority of the
people of Grant county for greenhorns, who can be led to believe
anything through newspaper misrepresentation, it makes a great
mistake and it makes a greater mistake when it sets the newspaper
readers of the county down as credulous people who are willing to be
deceived by such clumsy attempts
at misrepresentation as have appeared in the Enterprise from time
to time during the past few months.
The Enterprise, would do well to
remember that the reading people
of Grant county are as intelligent
people as can be found anywhere
and in connection with this it
might be well for the editor to paste
conspicuously on his desk the saying of the late lamented Lincoln:
"You can fool all of the people some
of the time and some of the people
all of the time, but you can't fool
all of the people all of the time."

Catjli.
Morning by

J. LOOMIS.

Entered at the postolTloo at Silver City,
N. M., for transmission through tlie malls at
second class rates.
Olllce on Yanliio Street between Texas and
Arizona Streets.
Advertising Kates on Application.
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THE BOND CASE.

For a number of weeks past the
Enterprise has been telling its readers that the bond case was settled
and that there would never be anything more said about it; that the
bondholders knew that the bonds
were illegal and that they would
not contest the case. The Enterprise knew very well that it was attempting to deceive its readers, but
it pursued this course in order to
gain popularity, as it was thought
that the majority of the people of
the county was in favor of the repudiation of the bonds. Of late
the Enterprise has discovered that
it had espoused the cause of the
minority and has been saying very
little about the bond question.
Last Friday, however, the paper
published a most eloquent editorial
over the signatures of W. 1J. Walton, clerk of the court and Messrs.
Bell & Wright, solicitors, disproving all of the claims made by the
paper that the case was finally
and completely settled. This editorial, which is in the form f a
legal notice and which, we presume,
the Enterprise prints f r t!u s:n ill
sum of ten cents a linn, gives notice
to the defendants in the bond case
to enter their npp'umnre. on or before the 18th d ty of November next
in the case. Intelligent people in
this county will hardly construe
this to mean that the bond case has
been settled.
The Eaíh.e has been giving the
facts in the case as they came up
ever since the matter was first tak-- !
en into the courts, while the Enter-1

.
"

j
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Ik the coming irrigation congress
at Albuquerque shall awaken an
interest in the irrigation question
among the residents of New Mexico, a great good will have been accomplished. There is enough irrigable land in this territory to produce, if properly cultivated, enough
to maintain a population more than
five times .is large as the territory
nowiontains. No section of this
county would increase more rapidly in wealth than New Mexico, were
it not for the fact that millions of
dollars are annually sent out to
other states for the products of the
soil which might just as well be
raised here if more attention were
paid to irrigation.
No finer wheat
can be raised than is produced annually in the valley of the Rio
Grande and the yield is enormous,
so great in some instances that it
hardly appears possible. The average yield of wheat per acre in the
United States is less than 1" bushels, yet more than SO bushels per
acre have been raised in New Mex-- i
ico.
The price paid for wheat here
is nearly double what is received
by wheat growers in Minnesota

and yet enough native wheat can
not be obtained to supply the mills
already in operation here. Two
new roller mills have been erected
in the Rio Grsnde valley this year
and others would be put up if
wheat could be obtained to keep
them running.
What is true of
wheat is true to a greater or less degree of all of the products of the
soil grown in a temporate or
climate. The building of
storage reservoirs should be encouraged in every possible way and not
a drop of water should be allowed
to go to waste in the territory.
semi-tropic-

The evils

al

of an

overstocked
are clearly apparent in
Grant county this year. Copious
rains have fallen in all parts of
the territory and in nearly every
section of New Mexico, except the
parts of Grant county where the
ranges have been entirely too heavily stocked, the growth of grass is
almost phenomenal. There are
hundred of thousands of acres of
land covered with the finest kind
of grass all the way from twelve to
twenty inches in height. Here in
Grant county the growth of grass
would have been as rank as in other parts of the territory, bad there
been anything to start from, but
the ranges have been so heavily
stocked that the grass roots have
been pulled up and tramped out so
that there was very little grass to
start from in parts of thq county.
In other sections where the grass
had not been fed down so close,
there is good feed and the growth
of grass will be rank should there
be another goo.l season next year.
range

The gold bugs have demolished
the silver "heresy" to their sil'sfac-tion- .
They are attending ".v ikes"
of the silver "cra.c" and their joy
knows no bounds. Their hilarity
may be compared to that of the
Irshman who conceived the idea of
rubbing a bull's nose in the dirt,
but next year, after the election,
they may be able to appreciate the
Irishman's
soliloquy:
"It's a
moighty foine thing I had my laugh

foorst'
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The appointment of .Mr. Richardson as a member of the board of
regents of the Agricultural college;
in the place of Judge McFio, whose
term of office has expired, will be
received with satisfaction by the
democrats of the territory. When
Governor Thornton came into office
he found four republicans on the
board of regents of the Agricultural
college, and he has changed the political complexion of the board so
that it is just as strongly democratic now as it was republican then.
While it is very much to lie regretted that politics were ever allowed
to enter into the management of the
Agricultural college, the democrats
found a political wrangle of the
most malignant kind going on
among the regents of the institution and have done what they could
to put a stop to it. How well they
have succeeded is shown by the increased attendance at the college
and the superior character of the
work which is being done there.

SKITKMI'.KI! 1!, lJHr.

Tine present term of the United
States court will necessarily be
short for the reason that Judge
Bantz will have to open court at
Las Cruces next Monday, that being
the day for the opening of the regular term of the district court for
that county. It is expected, however, that the next term of the
United States court here will continue for a considerably longer period. The term will commence in
February and will probably last
well into the month of March.

the pupils who attend will have all
the better chance to improve in
their studies during the year,
The Silver City Eaoi.io is uni-- ;
formly one of the neatest papers,
mechanically, th.it wo receive at
this oT.ce, and it is also ably edit-- ;
ed. Albuquerque Citiezn.

General Repair Shop.

Ana county are beginning to talk
seriously of removing the county
seat from Las Cruces. The county
seat was never legally removed from
Mesilla, the books and papers hav
ing been removed to Las Cruces in
the night from Mesilla which place
had been the county seat of Dona
Ana county for many years. Some
of the good people down there are
oi the oninion that Las ( roces is
not the proper dace for the county
' seat of the
county.
The supreme court of the United
States decided that the income tax
The board of county commissionlaw which was passed by the last
ers have been directed by the court
congress was unconstitutional, and
to levy a special tax to pay the
now a Chicago judge has decided
of the county to A. R
tliat the Chinese exclusion act is Laird. The
amount to be raised is
unconstitutional.
Should the su- about f 10,000, or
more
preme court of the United States than the
amount levied for the pay- -'
take the same view of the case as ment of
the current expenses of the
the Chicago judge, there will be
county annually. A few special
great rejoicing among the Chinatax levies like this will wake up
men. Our lawmakers should be a the taxpayers of
the county and
little more careful and try to pass cause them to look more
carefully
laws that will stand the ordeal of into the
iiinncial affairs of the;
ho courts.
county.
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you shall savtt half your money, hy having
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Wm. F. Lorenz,
FINE. LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.

The attendance at the Normal1
Nkxt week the territorial fair
scho.d is not so large this term as
will be held at Albutpueniup, and
it was hoped that it would be, but
the territory will be well

'

The

and Revolvers

Promptly Repaired.
Yanlile

1

represented at the Duke city during the week.
None of the representative citizein
of the territory can afford to remain

(Wins

Bicycles,

Some of the residents of Dona;

some-thin-

J. SMITH,

L.

Nota ti v I'tmi.ic.
Onic( at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
I'ost-olllir- e.

CLARK- WHITSON-LEITC-

H

away from the fair and the irrigation congress.

The republicans

Pennsylvania
have declared against the free and
unlimited coinage of silver at the
ratio of 1G to 1. The republican
party cannot be expected to do anything for silver next year.
of

MUSICCO.
EL PASO, TEXAS,
11!) San Francisco SI.

Piano.
ALlimiL'EMlVE, X.
10.1 Hnitrimtl Arrvif.

M

Sell reliuluV (roods on easy monthly napients.
Can refer to ninny t'amil'ien w ith whom they Imve dealt.
Timing oí I'iuii.H in linuit county attended to.
yl..
Write them (or e.ii'alu'! I"
tu m

Pim,

Til II
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STORAGE RESERVOIRS.
Santa Fe Has Caught the
Fever.

Irrigation

A Ulg ItuHorvoir

Now lletiig Constructed
to Hold Water for Irrigation
Purposes.

Saxta

Fk, N. M., Sept. 9. A big clam
is now being built just north of che government building at this place, which is
intended to catch and hold the flood
waters which come down the canons
from the melting snow in the mountains

and later

In

the season when the rains

commence.
There is a big dam about
two and a half miles above the city which
holds an immense amount of water and
from which the city is supplied with

water. This reservoir is over 60 feet
deep and holds water enough to supply
the city, both for irrigation and domestic purposes for a considerable length of
time, yet but a small part of the water
which comes down the canons can be
caught and held in this reservoir, and it
is to remedy this lack of storage capacity
that the new reservoir is being built.
The new dam, when completed, will
he about 80 feet high and it is believed
will hold all of the surplus water which
escapes from the reservoir which now
supplies the city. There are some ner- vous people who predict all sorts of disasters and, of course, it is possible that
the dam might give way as no dam is
absolutely safe. If it should give way
when full of water, Santa Fe would have
a Hood the like of which has never been
seen in this territory.
Rut such a thing
is hardly to be though .of. The dam is
being built in the most substantial manner it is not at all probable that it will
ever break.
It will hold water enough to irrigate a
large area of land in the immediate vicinity of Santa Fe and will be of special
value on account of the fact that it will
enable owners of lanil in the immediate
vicinity of the city to improve it and
raise product within easy reach of a
good homo market. There are. several
hundred acres of land irrigated in and
. almut the city, but the products of this
cultivated land do not supply thy home
mark'.n, so that there is room for a considerable extension of the irrigation area
here. Fruit, is raised in ciiniderable
quantities, b.iL market gardening is not
carried on to any
ex em, as
it might be wish good proiit.
The public school hero has not yet
commenced.
Santa Fe is not overburdened with school funds any more than
some of the other towns in the territory.
The fall term will commence about the
first of next month.
Rich Hart, one of the well known
of Grant, county, was hero last
week on his way home from Denver and
s

otherColorado points. Mr. Hart is making preparations to leave Grant, county
and New Mexico, expecting to reside in
New York in the future. He is one oí
Grant county's most highly esteemed
citizens.
Richard Hudson was here from Silver
City last week in attendance on the
meeting of the board of penitentiary
commissioners. The regular routine
business was transacted and a committee was appointed to examine into the
finances of the institution. This committee will meet here about the last of
this month and make a thorough examination into the business transactions of
the institution.
Col. W. J.Betterton, of Dallas, Texas,
who was formerly in business in Doming with his son Charles Betterton, has
been here for about two weeks on a visit,
with his wife, to Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Shannon. They left yesterday for Denver, but expect to returned in time for
the fair and irrigation congress at Albuquerque next. week.
Weather sharps here conclude that
the rainy season is over for this year,
there having been no rain last week and
little cloudy weather.
There is considerable speculating
among the politicans as to what disposition will be nude of the charges
against Thomas B. Catron and Charles
A. Spiess, by the supreme court next
month, but people who are well posted
are of the opinion that the consequences
will be serious. Should Mr. Catron be
disbarred, which action is not at all improbable, his usefulness as a delégate to
congress from this territory will he very
greatly impaired if, indeed, he should
not be refused a seat, in the house of representatives.
A number of the leading society
people of this place will give an entertain-- I
ment at the court house this evening.
The entertainment is said to be a very

wv

amusing one and the attendance promises to be large. Few travelling troupes
come to Santa Fe and entertainment
lovers make up for the pleasure they
miss in this way by attending all of the
local entertainments.
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up to our eyes making ICE
CREAM and CONFECTIONERY. Fresh Candy
every day and Ice Cream
all the time. Call and see
us. Next door to the ex-

press office.
C. C.

WIIITEIIILL.

BORENSTEIN BROS.
TEN CENT STORE.
Drives in DRY GOODS and

CLOTHING!

.

Special 15argair.fi in LADIES',

GENTS'

ami CHILDREN'S

shoes.
Also a full line of

GLASS-AY-

RE and CROCKERY.
We sell

CI I EAT

even-thin-

FOR CASH.

Winchester Repeating

Our Model 1893

Shot-Gu- n

is now

used

SllOt-Gufl- S

by all the most advanced trap

Single

and game shooters.
ASK

TOUR

DEALER

TO SHOW

Rifle c:

Shot-Riffe- s

YOU THIS GUN.

Everything that is Newest and Best in Repeating Arms as well ns nil
kinds of Ammunition are made by the
'WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., Winchester Ave., New Haven, Conn.
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Illmotulllo Agitation In the (junker Olt- yl rienda of Silver Organizo.
A short time since a powerful, bi-

metallic association was formed in
Philadelphia for the promotion of Independent free coinage by the United
Ktaten. The directorate Includes some
of llio most prominent men of that
city.. The meeting was representative
of .the professional, mercantile, manufacturing and industrial interests.
The declaration of principles unanimously adopted was as follows: .
"First The supply of both gold.and
silver which is available for the world's
coinage is not in excess of the world's
needs.

"Second The relative amount of
silver in this supply is greatly inferior
to what it was fifty years ago, when
the two metals maintained a stable
ratio at 1:15.5.
"Third -- The change in their comparative values has not been produced
by any excess in the supply of silver,
but by its artificial exclusion from the
ltuts of the civilized world.
"Fourth This exclusion has produced an equal appreciation in the
value of gold, by throwing upon it the
burden of effecting the world's exchanges and organizing1 its productive
forces.

in his bullion.

11, 1Í!!:,.

SK1TF.JÍ1SK1S

If his bullion is auuv

THE SUN.

standard the mint olllcers may charge

for the alloy. Free coinage of silver
would bo similar. Any owner of bullion could have it coined, or receive in
The firrt of A medran Newspaper,
exchange a coined dollar for every
412K grains of standard silver in hjs
CILWLES A. DANA, Editor.
bullion, and the coined dollars would
be unlimited legal tender.
Our correspondent asks also whether
it is true that silver dollars drift back
American
lmi. the
to the government vaults, and why Amerlean ('
government
gets
how
do;
and
they
the
Idea, the American Spirit,. These llrsl, last
them into circulation.
ami all (lie lime, forever.
It is true that silver dollars drift
back to the government's vaults. The Dully, by mull
SUu year
reason is that Americans are averse to
$811
year
keeping on hand bulky coins in large Dally and Sunday, by mail
quantities. Silver dollars are receiva- The Weekly
?1 a year
ble for government dues, and the gov- ernment must take them when offered
by its debtors. The government geti
silver dollars into circulation by pay- ing them out to its creditors; the cred-ttor- s
being, of course, its civil cm-- 1
ployes, contractors, pensioners, sol- - is the' (jeentest Sunday Newspiiperv
diers, sailors and others to whom it un- in tlie world.
dertakes to pay money.
'
Another correspondent asks a quesa copy. By mail, $2 a year.
tion which may as well be answered Price 5c
here. It is whether, in case we adopted
AMri-HTIIK SI N. New York.
free coinage at 10 to 1, all the silver in
the world could be "dumped" upon us.
There is a difference between the
coined silver of France, for instance,
and that of Mexico. The coined silver
of France would not be shipped here
because the coins are maintained at a
'
u'old valuation, just as our coins are
maintained under our present laws,
France has not coined any silver for
nearly twenty years, and its silver
coins are regarded as token money
based on a large gold stock.
Mexican dollars would hardly bo '
"dumped" upon us, but Mexico is a
' great bullion producing
country and
undoubtedly could, unless we adopted
a prohibitive silver-tariff"dump" a1
very large amount of silver in that
chape into the United States and have
it coined into legal tender dollars.
If our adoption of free silver coinage
raised the value of tlio silver dollar
here above the value of aii equ:it
amount of silver in the coins of Mexico, then Mexican coined dollars woul
in the absence of a t;iriT, be co iveriic
into bullion and forw.ir.lcd to oui
mints! St Louis Republic.
'

The Sunday Sun

j

"Fifth The effect of this rise in the
value of gold has been to force down
the, nominal value of everything it
measures, thus making it impossible
for the producer to pay his debts at
the present gold prices of his products,
and adding vastly to the general burden of public indebtedness..
"Sixth It is not in the interest of
any class of silver miners, but in those
of the producers of our country and of
the world, that we urge the prompt
restitution of silver to its place in the
money of the nation.
"Seventh While it is most desirable
to have this effected by an international bimetallic agreement such as
once existed throughout Christendom,
America cannot afford to wait for this,
for delay threaten to prevent prompt
relief of our produoin',' classes. She
must act for herself, with due regard
to the retention of her gold currency
alongside silver, and with a view to
commanding or even compelling similar action on the part of other countries.
The Ruino Old J'K-li"On these grounds we declare our
We think that this lirht for the
purposo to work for the resumption of
silver Into the money of the country single gold standard is the same old
on the same footing as during the first fighi of capital agiiinst lalior, says t!
s
Hamilton (Go.) Journal. Every one
of a century of our. national existence. And we invite men i:j nnnot help seeing that it is to tho
of.' Wall street and fie millionof all parties who agree with us in this
declaration of principles, whatever aires to have a gold standard, an
their view as to the best method of ef- what is to their interest is seldom if
ver to tio interest of the work in.'
fecting t hese objects, to give us their
..lass. We of the south are of the
aid, in securing the general prosperity."
working class and must make a fight
FREE COINAGE.
for the double standard. Whenever
d
Ita Meaning Explained In Tene and Treclaa l'io currency of the country is
the prices of everything are reTerms.
duced to a minimum. It'i ( then a good
A correspondent asks for an explanato buy but a pour f mo t' sell.
tion, in precise terms, of what is meant time'
Xone but the rich can buy
by free coinage.. Free coinage of gold poor are generally forced to and the
sell. And
now exists. Any private person can so wo havo a repetition of history the
take gold bullion to. the mints and re- rich n re growing richer n. id the poor
re grii-viceive in excliun'.'e a coined gold dollar
r poorer every d iy. Who
Hiits t.ns state t.f níT;i im to cm fume?
for everv 'J.'i.x grains of standard gold
i
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SCIATICA

LAME BACK,

DEBILITY, Etc.
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Cm-trade-

WHY BE SICK

When a trifle will bnv the (rreotest healing
Kanden's Electric
invention of the duv?
elt- Hell is n completo hotly
......- - nii.l imnmiif etui,lorydil for
mftnuv
refunded. It will cure without medicine
Milennial lfuii, I.iitnliitK, Nciutica, I.atue

!.

1I

Complaint),
Hark, Kidney and VILiver
Vniluflu.
.1 II I. II ..MM
Iirain anil all effect of nrly IndiNcre.
Im the
men
To
weak
it
or
exroNN.
lion
irrentcst M.iillo boon,, as- 1 the mild,
applied
NoolliiiiK electric current
tlireet to the nerve centers and improvements are frit frout tho lirt, hour lined.
.
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A

pocket edition of the celebrated electro-

medical work,

"Three Classes of Men,"
illustrated, Is sent free, sealed, by mall upon
application. Every yomiK, mlddlo-afce- d
the slightest weakness
or old man sutferhtE
should read it. It will show an eawy, Mure

and xpeetly way to regain Mrenulh nnd
health when everything else hat) failed.

The SANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,

Ko. 020 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
AIno New York, (Titeado fc London, Eng.
ll
Pnnoor" In
I.arRcst
Eleetro-Meil'oi-

il
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THE BICfCLE FACE.

It

In these days of athletes every form
of sport seems to develop some variety
of disease. Baseball players become
afflicted with that mysterious sounding
ailment known as "charley horse."
Devotees of tennis acquire "tennis
elbow," an undesirable species of muscle stiffening.Bowling makes the
practicers
and even writing,
Which isn't so much sport as it might
ta, occasionally is followed by writer's
cramp. Of course, the latest mania
Uttst have its little ill to bear it com-,Disays the New York Sun, and here
is fully portrayed. It is the bicycle
-

arm-boun-

y,

The bicycle face is the discovery of a
doctor who rides the bicycle with his
toce, as well as his feet. He discovered
ii first on other people, then on him-r.f-l- f,
and finally came to the conclusion
'.hat everybody who goes forth on two
vheels acquires the expression in
which the new term is applied. This
je may be divided into three
expr-'parts'.
".d
ex1. A widf
pression of the eyes.
2. Strained lines about the mouth.
3. A general focusing ol all the features toward the center.
Scientists took hold of the matter
and advanced theories about it. One
learned man said that the bicycle face
was the result of a constant strain to
preserve equilibrium. Up popped another scientist, who stated that the preserving of equilibrium was purely an
instinct, involving no strain, and that
if the first man knew a bicycle from a
bucksaw he'd realize it. Thereupon
the first scientist said that the second
had a bicycle brain, and hundreds took
sides in the discussion. A prominent
bicycle academy instructor here is positive that he has solved the secret. The
three component parts of the expression
he ascribes to the following causes:
The phenomenon of the wild eyes is
acquired while learning the art. It is
caused by a painful uncertainty whether to look for the arrival of the floor in
front, behind, or one side, and, once fixed
upon the countenance, can never be removed.
The strained lines about the mouth
are due to anxiety lest the tire should
explode. Variations in these lines are
traceable to the general use of chewing
gum.
The general focus of the features is
indicative of extreme attention directed to a spot about two yards ahead of
the front wheel. This attention arises
from a suspicion thnt there is probably
a stone, bit of glass, upturned tack,
barrel hoop, or other dangerous article
lying in wait there. It is temporarily
lost when the obstacle is struck and
the bicyclist's face mukes furrows in
the 'ground, but reappears with increased intensity after every such experience.
wildly-expecta-

noted
road lines there is a gate-mafor his grnffness. One day there came
a man who lived on the line and had an
annual ticket. The gate man always
passed this passenger without troubling
him to show the ticket; but one day,
being more than usually gruff, he
ordered him to produce it, adding, in
a severe tone: "Mind, I want to see
this every time you take a train." A
week later, at two o'clock in the morning, the gate-mawas aroused from a
sound slumber by a ring at the door
bell. Looking out of the window, he
saw a man in a great state of excitement. "Come down, quick!" he cried.
"Railroad business!" The official hurried on his clothes and came down to
the door. "I want you to look at this
ticket," said the visitor. "I'm going
on the three a. m. train, and you said
you wanted to see the ticket every
time." The gate-mauttered an exclamation of raeré, and slammed the
door, without even glancing at the
ticket; and, furthermore,
he never
afterward asked to see it at the gate.
n

Several Horrible Details Carefully
Analyied and Explained.

ATALE

f

TWO
NATIONS.

n

n

An Egyptian Wonder.
One of the greatest wonders of an-

A Tale of Two Nations
should be read by everyone who hasTrcad Coin's
FkiancialESchool.
The book can be obtained
free by any subscriber to
Thk Eaglk who pays a
year's subscription in ad- vanee. It will open the
eyes of thousands who are
unacquainted with the
.'lew

cient Egypt was the artificial body of
water called Lake Moeris. According
to Ilerodotus "the measure of its
circumference was thirty-threhundred furlongs, which is equal to the entire length of Egypt along the
The excavation, which was
nade in the time of King Moeris (the
Memnon of the Greeks and Romans),
was of varying depths, and its center
was occupied by two pyramids, the
the deapexes of which were three hundred
feet higher than the surface of the monetization of silver.
water.
The water for this gigantic
Send in your subscripartificial reservoir was obtained from
the Nile through a canal, which six tion today.
months of the year had an inflow and
the other six an outflow, corresponding
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
to high and low water in the river.
The canal gradually tilled with sand
THE
and the lake has long since evaporated,
bottom
is
but the
still one of the most ROCKY MOUNTAIN
NEWS
fertile tracts in Egypt.
e
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Drank In a Collin.
An incorrigible drunkard

was being

treated in the Tenon hospital, Paris,

TERMS

OK

SUBSltlPTION.

for hallucinations. One evening one of
(IN ADVANCE.)
the nurses was passing through the dissecting-room
where there were lying
DAILY.
two or three empty coillns, and, wulking
iT.flO
One year, by m:ill
close to one of them, a hand was thrust
1175
months hy mull
out from under the lid and caught the Mix
1.IK)
Three moiillis by until
girl by her dress, and a voice from One nioiitli by mull
ti!i
..
within called out: "I say, where are Sumliiy edition. (I'l p.iut'H.) year
$a.,iu
you going to bury me?" The girl
D.illy Kdltlons it it lc mi- - Sunday.
screamed with terror, and fled through
the passage, calling for help. Half the
WEEKLY.
house came down around her, and
when they heard her story they laughed
One year, by mull. In advance.Si.oo
and chided her; but she maintained the Sample
copies of either edition on
truth of it so persistently thnt they repaired in a body to the chamber of horrors. When they opened the door they
saw to their great amazement a mon Tlio News Ih
oiilyiconslstont champion
sitting up in a coffin. It was the drunk- of silver In tlio tho
west, and should be In every
ard, who by some means had made his home In tlie west, and In tlio liandit of every
A UNIQUE REVENGE.
way to this room and conceived the miner and business mini In New Mexico.
The Trick
PaMwrr Played Upon a idea of getting into his coffin before his Send In your suliserfptlons at once.
O rout y Railroad Ofllelal.
time. The girl was made seriously ill
All communications must be addressed to
At a station on one of our great rail
by the fright.
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
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Resolution! of Respect.

Wiiehkah, It has pleased Almighty
God in His wine providence to remove
Brother George V. Bailey from our
midst, and Silver City Chapter No. 3 0.
E. S. is thus called upon for the first
time, to mourn the death of a member;
be it
Rnolml, That by the death of Brother Bailey, this Order lows a beloved
member and this community an upright
and rejected citizen, be it also
Remind, That we tender to his widow,
and our sister Mary E. Bailey, and alsio
their daughter, Alice, our affectionate
sympathy in this dark hour of sorrow.
May the Protector of the widow and
fatherless, strengthen and comfort them
in their affliction. Beit further
Remih-edThat our lodge room be
draped in mourning and that these
s
be spread upon the minuts of
this Chapter, that copies be sent to the
family of our deceased brother, and furnished to the press of this city.
,

reso-lution-

Mav B.

ti

A

DDIS,

LonsK Loans,
Fax sir Kki.lv.
Com. on resolutions.

Kt5.

11,

The Fort Bayard troops fought a sham
battle and performed interesting man-- j
envera at Lone mountain Saturday,
The exhibition proved their prollcieney
in the art of war and was witnessed by a
large crowd of spectators,
Services at the Episcopal church, next
Sunday, as usual by Rev. Edward S.
Cross. All are cordially invited.
The ladies of the Methodist Church!
are preparing for a social entertain- ment for the purpose of raising needed
funds.

'en
j
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Notice.
TN THE DISTRICT COlMtT nf the Third
1 Judicial district of the Territory of New
Mexico, within itml for tliu County of Grant,

Read

Godfrey Geiser

No, 3121. In Chancery.
vs.
Valentina Geiser
The wild defendant. Valentina Geiser Is here- liy notified that it suit In chancery has been
commenced uiiiilnst lie r In the District Court
In and fur the County of Grant and Territory
of New Mexico liy said complainant Godfrey
Geiser to obtain u decree, for divorce from
said defendant upon the ground of abandonment on the purl ut said defendant, and t hat
unless said defendant enter her appearance,
in said suit with the clerk and register of
said court on or before the flrst Monday In
November A. D. lSll'i. a decree pro eoiifnsso
will Imi entered uualnst her therein.
W.

Iseiil
AllTIII'll 11. llAKLI.KK
Sol. for Gompl't,

.

Walton.

GbKHK.

fifiÍTlS

Fmancial

Notice
I

ranch in the vicinity of
Aztec San .luan Co., N. M., offered at a
bargain. Farm tools and stock included.
Sheep taken as part payment. If you
mean business, Tun Eaoi.k, Silver City,
N. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
Write now for particular.
A

lirst

Vim Wnut u Good Hunch.
ijUihs

Report from White Signal indicate a
most healthy state of affairs. Work on
the Galloway e Alexander, Dickinson,
How leu anil Brock man properties is
going forward and new prospects are
Ix'ing opened up in a manner that indi-catit will lie one of the very liest
camps in the territory W'fore the summer closes.
The owners of the famous Azure mine
(.one Mountain are employing :i force
of nine men and taking out agoodquan-itof the very finest quality of turquoise.
The secrecy with which the oieratioiiH
are conducted prevents full public infor-

at

y

ma linn.
A jolly hunting party, composed

of

Bell, Mtu'ge, .It hp, H'mhr
and Morgan will leave next Monday for
a hunting trip into the Mogollón mountains. They will hcahsent for a couple
of weeks.

DE DISTRITO del tercer
Dlstrlto.ludlclal del Territorio de Nuevo
Mexico, en y por el Gondado de Grunt.

liX
Tj

1,A COKTE

Godfrey Geiser

1

vs.

31-

-'l

En Cancillería

Valentina Geiser
La dicha demandada Valentina Geiser es
por este notificada quo un pleito en cancillería se lia entablado en su contra, en la
corte de Distrito en y jmr Cumiado de
Grant y Territorio de Nuevo Mexico, pur
el dicho quejante Godfrey Geiser para
obtener un decreto de divorcio de la dicha
demandada, por razón de abandono de
ella, y no ser n.ne vd. la dicho demandada
compnrescii a defen der clcho pleito unte el
Secretarlo y Keulstradr de la Corte en o
antes del primer lunes de Novcmbru de ls.'.
un decreto pro confessose dará en su contra.
W. II. Walton.
Sellol

School ?

I

AlITHtm 11. llAlll.LKK.
Sul. for Coinpl't.

('I.K.IIK.

It sells lor
may

PRICES REDUCED.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
VankliiSt. HllverClty. N.

M.
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sub-
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who pay a year In advance
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Galloway and Alexander, who are
making a small fortune out of their
property in the White Signal district, have made a contract with Jim
Burns to sink and take on t ore on the
main lead.
Miners are out performing the anwork, as the time exnual
pires on the first of the year.
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TH2 CZAR'G
An

LA3T. GIFT.

Instance of the Thoughtfulncss

sue muss puss aione.
un ner otner
birthdays the czar had been wont to
place a bouquet in the morning room of
the empress. Inside the flowers was
always found some rich, rare gift,
chosen months
beforehand.
The
empress had avoided the room as too
full of painful memories, but this morn- ing, the morning of his wedding day,
Nicholas requested his mother to go
there as a favor to him. The first thing
she saw was the bouquet in the usual
place, and inside the flowers was a case,
fastened and sealed by the czar's own
hands. It contained the bracelet. IIo
had ordered it on the same day that the
empress saw it, and on his deathbed
had given instructions for the birthday
gift, bidding his son to be near to comfort her when she received it.

e,

'

In Some German Towns the Weed It Prohibited on the Streets.
The consumption of tobacco of all
kinds in France, according to recently
compiled statistics, is nearly one hunmillion pounds
dred and twenty-fiv- e
per year. An analysis of the figures
shows that the people of northern
France use nearly four times as much
per capita as those in the southern
provinces. Almost every other country
of Europe, however, consumes more
smoking tobacco in proportion to its
population than does France.
This is especially the case with Germany. In many small German towns
smoking in the streets is forbidden.
Less than fifty years ago if a man
ventured on the streets of Berlin with
a cigar in his mouth he would be liable
to arrest. The same provision existed
until 184S at Vienna, though the law
was not observed by the populace. The
town of liroeck, in Holland, which is
said to be the cleanest city in the
world, has long forbidden tho people
within, its walls to smoke after sunset,
n tne streets unless with a
covered
pipe, "in order that the cinders may
not be blown out." Smoking with an
uncovered pipe in German or Austrian
forests is an offense that is rigorously
punished, and as a result of this regulation forest fires are rare in those
countries.

BUYING CNDW.
A Wild Western Mo i

fN
Deror.it nns.

v

Fashion for Fanners.
A western farm paper, humorously
inclined, irives the following "hints to

York Olnncr

farmers in regard to their attire:"
Don't wear a kid glove when teaching
a calf to suck the finger.
Don't wear a silk hat when plowing
corn.
Don't wear diamonds while breaking
a colt.
Don't wear a starched shirt while
mowing away hay.
Don't wear a spring overcoat with
diagonal stripes while killing potato
bugs.
Don't wear a white vest while currying the horses.
Don't wear a tight collar while discussing the currency question.
Don't appear in evening dress when
you are called upon to meet a note.
Don't wear any clothes on any occasion that you don't feel that you have
honestly earned.

What to do with the snow is always
a mystery in New York city, says a
western paper, but a' portion of tho
commodity finds buyers at tolerably
fair prices. Tho- pación for making a
snow man is strong in the breasts of
all boys, but when anow falls in diminutive modicums, ns it does in the
metropolis, the youths have hard work
to get cnougli for even a snowball.
Papas who can afford it have been giving the carters a f.iir prijc for their
cartloads. In tho few little gardens
of New York an ocasional snow man
has been challenging the admiration
of neighborhoods, fcioue carter:) have
even been ringing doorbells where
they knew children lived and ottering
to leave their ablen wares for a consideration. The p.ilijc are very watchful for these foil
for it ;
a misdemeanor to empty a w::on-loa- d
of snow in a ITew York street. It
is not unusual for i;now to be heaped
up at a dinner table on so:ao silver tray
or other, with rosea an.', other ilovcr.j
arranged about it.

OF WOOD.

Time was when references to a
"wooden overcoat" were understood as
the irreverent equivalent of measuring
a man for a coffin, but it would seem
that suits of ulothca made of wood may
soon be an nucoinpliuhcd fact.
The writer, says the Edinburgh
Scotsman, is indebted to a merchant
of the city of cloth Leeds for a
glimpse of samples of a species of cloth,
and also of a sort of cotton, made
wholly out of wood fiber, these two
woven pieces having all the appear-- '
anee of attractive articles of their own
kind, Both these novel textile fabrics
are the result of prolonged experiments with pinewood and spruce, which
have been ingeniously torn to pieces
in the first instance and then bleached
by an elaborate chemical process.
After chemical treatment in many
ways tho wood becomes a soft, white
pulp, which is run through perforated
plates, tho resulting threads being
dried by a steaming process. These
threads can be woven, end the material is susceptible of taking readily
any Bort of dye. The fabric can bo
made at an astonishingly cheap cost; it
looks well and has a certain amount of
strength (experiments in this connection are now .'jeing carried out), and its
appearance on the market, sooner or
later, is absolutely certain, especially
in the form of imitation eotton.
FISH ASCEND.

Multo Them Rlae Ob-

been made in the last year by Prof.
Bohr, of Copenhagen, in regard to the
mode of storage by which a fish accumulates so much oxygen in the air
that distends the Bwimming or air
bladder.
The air contained therein has a
of oxygen that may rise to as
much as eighty-fivan amount in excess of the percentage in atmospheric
dir. Prof. Bohr tapped the air bladders of codfish and drew olí the gas by
means of a trocar and airtight syringe.
The gas had fifty-tw- o
per cent, of oxygen. In a few hours the air bladder
was refilled, apparently by a process of
secretion of gas from the blood in the
capillaries on the wall of the bladder.
In one experiment the gas thus secreted had eighty per cent, of oxygen.
When the nerves connected with the
organ were severed, the secretion ceased
and the organ was not refilled.
It thus appears that when a fish descends to a great depth, and his body
is reduced in size, by increased pressure
of tho water about him, he is able to
attain his former size and rise by
secreting the gas ho needs and not by
absorbing the water. Support is thus
given to the theory thnt tho gaseous
exchanges that ocur in tho lungs of
animals are not purely physical.

One of the ThliiRH Which the Future Will
Vrob.ibly Hring f orth.

HOW

Necosary to

tained from Their Own Iilood.
A curious physiological discovery has

The late czar of Russia may have pursued a mistaken and somewhat cruel
government policy, but in his domestic
relations ho was all thoughtfulncss and
affection, says a foreign exchange. It
is told that hint bummer the czar and
empress visited a great shop in St.
Petersburg to buy jewels for their sou's
future bride. The empress greatly admired a beautiful bracelet, and told the
czar that she wished to possess it. On
their return one of the serious attacks
to which he was subject came upon
him, and the empress forgot the bracelet. The czar died, and to the empress
in the early days of her widowhood

MADE
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NO SMOKING IN PUBLIC.
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A Crimson Water-WaOne curiosity of coastwise navigation in tho Gulf of Mexico used to be
Grant's passage on the inside route
from Mobile to Pensacola.
The inside
voyage is made by crooked way of
y.

turlouly of Ili:nfnr!an Dlvnroo.
farmer wr.a nrrcuted in a village in
Hungary for firing two ;hot3 through
the window of an i:m at bin wife end
her father Fortunately hi.) aim was
bad. On being asked hi.) rea:;o:i for i he
attempt he stated that he had already
had nine wives, who had all c;a ;cntcd,
at his request, tobe divorced. I!i :: tenth,
find present wife, however, aelin-- f on
'ie "injudicious advice" of her father,
v jfuscd, and consequently
he felt a:i- roved.
A

waterways separated from the open
gulf by narrow banks of sand. A man
named Grant straightened a part of the
passage by digging a canal to give deep
water at a point where a wide detour
used to be necessary.
He set up a
little lighthouse to aid navigators, and
then charged toll upon all vessels passing through. The passage was of some
importance during tho period when
north and south were fighting over the
defenses about Pensr.cola.

A

i
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JERSEY POKER STORY.

Why Four rinyers Divided the Stakes
Equally Among Themselves.
A straight flush in the great American game of draw poker is such a rarity that the person holding it is regarded

as one of the most fortunate and blessed
of mortals, says the Summit (N. J.)
Record. Devotees of that game will
peruse the following story with incredulity, but its absolute authenticity
can be verified by at least ten thoroughly reliable witnesses: A party of
four players entered a place not a
thousand miles from Summit one night
and prepared to enjoy a few hours of
recreation at their favorite game. Another game in progress at the time was
full, so the four players were obliged
to start at an adjoining table.
The '"jack pot" came around, each of
the four players filled in and the game
proceeded. The cards, regulation pack,
fifty-twcards, were cut by the player
to the right of the dealer and dealt out
in the regular manner. The first player to the left of the dealer opened the
"jack pot" and each succeeding player
in turn raised. The limit was ten cents
and the players are usually light bettors, so that the raising and lively
chipping in before the draw created
considerable surprise. When the dealer prepared to serve the cards for the
draw each of the players stood "pat"
and the betting again started.
When each of the players had chipped
in ten dollars it was decided to stop the
betting, as that amount had never before been wagered on a game in the
place and none of the players could afford to risk a greater amount. When
the hands were shown some of the
players almost succumbed to heart disease, for there lay four straight flushes,
one of each suit and all running from
four to eight. The pot was divided and
the cards were carefully put away in a
case to be preserved as a reminder of
the greatest poker hands ever held in
tli is section and probably in the United
States.
o

BICYCLES INSTEAD OF WATCHES
Doyi of

y

Want Wheels Instead of
Timepieces.

Bicycles and watches are not much
alike, and it is ditllcult to see how the
sale of one can affect the sale of the
other. It is a fact, nevertheless, that
since the bicycle fever took hold in its
present intense form the sale of high-grad- e
watches has greatly reduced.
Parents who buy bicycles for their
children do not buy watches unless,
perhaps, they get cheap ones, so the
young ones may know when it is time
to come home to dinner.
"The decrease in the sale of watches
has been very noticeable," said a Chicago jeweler the other day, "and I
trace it to no other cause than the
bicycle. For instance, when a boy be- -'
came fifteen or sixteen years old in for-- ,
mer days it was the custom for his
parents to present hiin with a watch-gener- ally
a costly affair which usually
lasted him the better part of his life.
The boy
But it is different now.
clamors for a bicycle, and he generally
gets it. although it does not last as long

lt5.

II,

ir

Ollleliil Directory.
and usually costs more tnan a watcli.
This same trait I have noticed in peoKEDKUAI.
ple of older years. When they get
Tlumvis R. Catron.
Doliente to Congress
enough money on hand to buy a watch W. T. Tliornloii.
Governor
Secret a ry
the bicycle fever strikes them, and then Lurlou Miller.
Justice
Chief
Thomas Smith.
they go out and invest in a wheel."
X. C. i oilier.
II. II.
N. H.
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movements
Fleming.
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II Walker. Santa He Register Land Ofllee
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stolen property, and the man actually John D. Hryan. LasCruccs Iíeít'r Land Oil ce
r. Ascarate. Las Cruces. Rec'v'r L tioti ce
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Young, Koswcll
such daylight robbery, the lady stopped W. 0. Cosgrove. Koswell, Hec'v'r Land oil ce
Rcg'r Land Oil ce
an elegantly dressed man, and, in ex- W. W. Hoyle. Clayton.
ltec'v'r Land Otilen
C.
cited tones, began to pour out her griev- II. 1'lckels. Clayton.
ance. Merely waiting to hear: "That
tkhimtdkiai..
man stole my purse!" the gallant J. I'. Victory.
Solicitor General
District attorney
Crist. Santa He.
Italian rushed after the thief, who J.K. 11.
"
"
L. Young. Las Cruces.
promptly took to his heels. But the T. X. Wilkerson. All'iuc,
"
II. llarllee. Silver City.
thief was the more nimble of the two, A.
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and finally dodged his pursuer.
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Treasurer
Samuel Kl.l.idt.
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of Schools
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replied, sweetly. "I have my purse. I Amado
Coal Oil Inspector
M. S. Hart.
got it back from the man." "(Jot your
COIIItT OK PHI VATE LAND CLAIMS.
purse back?" he repeated. "What did
you want, then?" "Want? Why, I
H. Heed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
H. Stone, of (
want justice," said the lady, calmly. It Joseph
Associate Justices-Wilb- ur
Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina;
was too much even for proverbial ItalWilliam M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry t .
ian urbanity, and, almost choking Sluss.
of Kansas.
of Missouri. United
gasped:
"Justice!
Matt 0. Reynolds,
with vexation, he
Attorney.
Slates
To think that I should have run myself
COI'NTV.
into a perspiration for justice!"
Red-face-

WHERE SOUBRETTES

START.
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I'rohato Judge
Treasurer
I'rolnite Clerk
Sheriff
Collector
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Commissioner
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Newsham,

N. A. llollch.
E. M. Young.

Many of Them First Uegln to Dance While Ilaylor Shannon,
A. 11. Laird.
Flaying In the Street.
age of burlesques and ballet T. N. Chllders.

In this

G. It. Hrown.

girls, when farce comedies are plentifully supplied with high kickers and
dancers, and when even the chorus girls
are expected to trip the light fantastic
toe, one often wonders where all the
dancing girls come from. The natural
Inference is that they secure their first
knowledge of the graceful art in the
dancing schools, after which they are
prepared for the stage by persons who
make a business of thut sort of thing.
But many a dancing girl will tell you
that her first school was the sidewalk,
and her first inspiration the strains of
a perambulating street piano, presided
over by an Italian grinder. Indeed, it
is no uncommon sight to see a crowd of
interested spectators gathered about
one of these street musicians, the attraction being not in the music, but in
the graceful movements of the little
girls. Some of these children execute
some very pretty steps, and occasionally their performances are as clever as
some seen upon the stage.
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GREAT POWER.

Other Man of ttie Century Has Wielded
as Wide an Inlluciice.
Happy the man who can sit on the
fence and wait! Happy the politician
who is old enough to have gone through
all the turmoil of electioneering and is
not too old to find enjoyment as a
looker-on- !
ITappy the man smoking
the pipe of peace and listening to the
echoes of the fight and turning them to
the music of his own reminiscences!
Mr. Gladstone, says the Newcastle
Chronicle, finds it hard to sit still. He
hears the trumpet call and the roll of
the drum and would gladly be in the
contest once more, but the joints are
still and the eyes are mim. He does
not hear so well as he did and he must
be content with the reports of the
fighting and a passing remark of commendation or dissent.
There is something
peculiarly
pathetic in the situation of Mr. Gladstone, still moved by the desire to fight
but without the power of physical impulse. It might have been better for
the world had he confined his vast intellect to moral philosophy or to
abstruse theology, or had been a priest
or even a soldier, than to have put his
heart aDd soul into politics. A soldier,
would he not have smitten the enemy
hip and thigh? A priest, who could
have stood against his aggressive
theology? A philosopher, what subtle
theories he would have launched
against the schools? Now that he is
old and still brave as a lion, we can
only rejoice that he has done less harm
as a political dictator than might have
been permitted to him had time renewed his lease of active life.
No man of our day has exercised
such a fascination upon his followers.
His personality was sufficient to impress the Scotch into acquiescence with
his least practical schemes. The spell
of his name and his remarkable individuality withdrawn, Scotland gradually
assumes her normal characteristics. It
was the same in England as in Scotland. Mr. Gladstone, not his policy,
was the mainspring of his party success; and his opponents may be forgiven
for believing the desire to have the
same influence over the Irish brought
about his strange and sudden conversion to home rule.
Anyhow, he is a remarkable man, a
statesman whom all parties are willing
to honor, a figure and a personality
that will always fill a deeply intcrcsi-inchapter of British history, and :i
scholar who will hold a high place in
the esteem and respect of the learned
all the world over. While the new
lights of statecraft are Hashing upon
the horizon of a general election
fraught with tremendous issues to tho
country, his lantern burns dimly, hi
sun is settii g, and if "England to herself prove true," the popular statesman
will have reason to exercise the patience
that belongs to age and to philosophy
when the last echoes of the present
contest reach Hawarden.
No

IHHo.

"Of course," said the social philosopher, according to the Philadelphia
Times getting interested in her subject, "you understand about the shopping question. You must never, under
any circumstances, take a man into a
dry goods store with you, for the first
thing he'll say will be an emphatic
'There's not another man in this whole
place except the clerks,' or a soft, meek
little 'I feel like a fish out of water.'
There is something about the heaps of
dress materials and the hanging rows
of gloves and hosiery that makes a man
appear ridiculously funny to the feminine eye, and you don't dare laugh, because if you do he will be highly indignant, and will be very likely to march
off in a towering rage.
"And never, never, under any circumstances, take him into a downtown tearoom. The short trip in the elevator,
along with a dozen hurrying women
and 6ix dozen bundles, is enough to
make him say swear words under his
breath, and if he happens to be big and
he seems as out. of
place as a washtub in a drawing-room- .
Unless he is especially
he
will tag along behind you like a criminal shunning the detectives.and when he
strolls toward the table he looks around
in the vain hope of finding a fellow-mortin the same miserable distress.
If he locates any such shipwrecked
male being, his face brightens perceptibly; if he sees only a wriggling mass of
bonnets, he is crosser than ever. He
rebels at the idea of eating off a little
dessert plate and sneers silently at the
silly little sugar bowl. But he can't
help it, for he probably feels as uncon-fortabas a girl would were she in a
barber shop or a men's clothing store."
broad-shouldere-

good-nature-
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geography published in 1812 contains the following startling description of that section of our country
which Charles Dudley Warner has baptized "Our Italy:" "California is a
wild and almost unknown land, covered throughout the your by dense
fogs, damp ns they uro nnhealthf:
,
On the northern shores livo
and in the interior are
and vast pluinu of s!iifi;::-snow, which sometimes shoot up columns to inconceivable heights." Tho
hook adds that some of those statements would seem incredible were they
not so well authenticated by trustworthy travelers!
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Frenchman was boasting that he
had thoroughly mastered t!:o E:t;rlisli
language, when ho was r.s!:o In write
from dictation the following choice
specimen of our choi''' ('.ventre, vernacular: "As Hugh 'Hughes was hewing a yule log from a yow tree a man
dressed in garments of dark hue came
up to Hugh and said: 'Have you seen
my ewes?' To which he replied: 'If
you will wait until I hew this yew I
will go with you to look for your
owes.' " After an attempt the Frenchman admitted his mistake. He used to
WHEN MEN ARE HELPLESS.
imagine he was used to English speakIt Is on a Shopping Kxprdlllon or When ing, hut he would be more careful how
he used the language in future.
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